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FOREWORD
The following text is offered as an aid to CPAs 
when they are invited to address nonaccountant groups. 
Although it is in relatively simple language, it presupposes 
some financial knowledge on the part of the audience and 
is therefore probably best suited to businessmen's organiza­
tions such as Rotary Clubs, Kiwanis, etc.
While it can be presented "as is," anyone using 
the speech (as with other "pattern" speeches prepared by 
the Institute) may want to regard it as a pattern and to 
modify it according to his own ideas. The talk should 
take 20 to 25 minutes in delivery.
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THE AVERAGE INVESTOR - AND THOSE MAGIC WORDS "EARNINGS PER SHARE"
The invitation to speak to you tonight made me 
reflect that most certified public accountants (or CPAs, 
as we're commonly referred to) don't often make speeches 
to a group like yours.
As a result, I think, many people regard 
accountants as tight-lipped, close-mouthed. Well, 
accountants are close-mouthed about the affairs of their 
clients -- just as doctors or lawyers don't discuss the 
private concerns of their patients or clients. It's 
part of our code of ethics.
Except for that, however, I would say that CPAs, 
by and large, are anything but silent types. Most of 
their orating, though, is done before groups within their 
own profession. In those circles, I can assure you, many 
accountants are downright voluble.
In this connection I'm reminded of the story
of a middle aged couple who consulted a marriage counselor 
about some marital difficulties they were having. The 
marriage counselor asked them to describe their problem, 
and courteously turned first to the wife. She talked for 
fifteen minutes or so, scarcely pausing to draw breath, 
and then said, "Well, that's my side of the story. Now 
I'll tell you his."
* * * *
Tonight I'm going to tell you Just one side -- 
or, I might better say, just one part -- of the accounting 
story. You see, accounting as a whole includes quite a 
range of activities. For example, accountants provide 
advice to business managers on many of the matters they 
have to deal with -- such things as budgeting, cost 
control, profit planning, automatic data processing, and 
so on. They also advise individuals and companies on tax 
matters, and help them prepare their tax returns. They 
may represent their clients in discussions or proceedings 
with the tax authorities.
Then another very important part of accounting 
is auditing. And it's about that that I'm going to talk 
mainly here. For it is the accountant's function as 
auditor that particularly concerns the average person 
who makes investments in the stock market.
* * * *
Auditing has long been an important element of 
the accountant's work, but it has assumed even greater 
significance in relatively recent years, and I'll take 
just a minute to explain why.
The corporate form of organization started to 
become a widespread way of conducting business in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century. Still, the number 
of stock owners was relatively limited for quite a while. 
Then -- I would say shortly after the end of World War I - 
the number of stock owners began to grow markedly. In the 
late 1920's, as we all know, there was a wild burst of 
stock market speculation -- and in 1929 came the crash.
Four years later, in 1933; Congress passed the
3Securities Act and, a year later, the Securities and 
Exchange Act as a means of protecting the public. The 
latter Act set up a government body known as the Securities 
and Exchange Commission -- or SEC as it is often called -- 
and this Commission promptly began framing regulations to 
apply to companies whose shares were bought and sold on 
stock exchanges. Among other things, such companies were 
required to prepare financial reports annually and make 
them public .
In addition, the SEC required that a company's 
financial statements (which are always prepared -- and I 
want to emphasize this -- by the company's internal accoun­
tants) should be examined by an outside firm of accountants, 
who would render an opinion on the fairness of the company's 
presentation of its figures. It is this process of inde­
pendent examination and rendering an opinion that is 
called auditing.
Over the years, the jurisdiction of the SEC has 
been extended to cover not only the approximately 1,200 
companies whose shares are traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange, and those traded on the American Exchange, but 
also many so-called "over-the-counter" stocks. In all, 
the SEC exercises surveillance over some 6,000 corporations. 
And it is estimated that over 22 million Americans own 
stock. So you can see why auditing has become so important.
* * * *
Now you may have noticed that in what I have 
said so far, I have sometimes used the term "accountant" --
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but in speaking of the people who audit the financial 
statements of publicly held companies, I have used the 
term "certified public accountant."
What is a certified public accountant? Briefly, 
he -- or she in some cases -- is a person who has met 
certain requirements of education and experience, has 
passed a rigorous two-and-a-half day examination (which 
is given twice a year at various points throughout the 
country) and has been certified by a state board of 
accountancy. This person adheres to established techni­
cal standards and subscribes to a stiff, written Code of 
Ethics. For serious breaches of that Code, his right to 
practice as a certified public accountant can be taken 
from him.
There are public accountants (many of them 
very skilled and able) who are not certified. And there 
are many accountants who have qualified as certified 
public accountants yet are not in public practice but in 
corporations, or government service, or teaching.
An audit of a company which comes within the 
jurisdiction of the SEC -- and the rendering of an opinion 
on the company's financial statements -- can be done only 
by an independent accountant. For all practical purposes, 
this usually means a firm of certified public accountants, 
whose partners, individually and. collectively, take res­
ponsibility for the opinion.
The word independent is most important. An 
accountant cannot be an officer, director or employee of
5a company his firm audits. Neither can he, nor any 
partner of his., nor even a member of his immediate 
family, own stock in such a company.
* * * *
The great importance of independent audits flows 
from the fact that our entire economic system, which has 
been called a "people's capitalism," depends crucially 
on confidence in financial statements. The money necessary 
to build the factories of a General Motors, the refineries 
of a Standard Oil, the communications network of an AT&T, 
and the facilities of all the other industries, railroads 
and utilities that provide the goods and services we use -- 
all these vast sums come from thousands upon thousands 
of stockholders, large and small, and, in many cases, from 
bank loans. And these myriad stockholders and lenders 
would not be willing to invest their money if they could 
not rely on corporate financial statements.
Independent audits are the principal means of 
making that reliance possible.
This is not to say that it never happens that 
some company's statements are audited, and soon there­
after it is seen that its profit is much less than was 
reported or is nonexistent. There have been such cases, 
some of them in just the past year or two. They have 
been prominently described in the newspapers, so you 
have probably read about them.
In the slang phrase, how come?
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Well, top executives of the company may have 
withheld information from the auditor. Now, audits can 
reveal frauds -- but that is not their main purpose. 
Auditors are skeptical by nature, but they do not con­
duct audits on the assumption that most, or even many, 
corporate executives are crooks, because that is far 
from the fact. If, however, there is collusion among 
two or three strategically placed people in managerial 
posts, even the most astute auditor may be hoodwinked.
Another possibility is that arrangements by
the management -- which were entirely legal and known to 
the auditor, but which were more than normally risky -- 
turned sour after the audit was completed. In such cases, 
the auditor would probably have expressed his doubts 
privately to the management, perhaps quite vehemently. 
He might even have asked for assurance the situation 
would be remedied as quickly as possible, or he might 
have insisted that the matter be at least outlined in 
a note to the financial statements, leaving readers of 
the annual report to form their own conclusions. But 
unless an auditor's reservations were extremely strong, 
he probably would not refuse a so-called "clean" opinion.
Sometimes when an arrangement by the management 
turns out badly after an audit has been completed, or a 
serious flaw is later discovered in the company’s accounts 
it is the auditor who takes the initiative in bringing the 
matter to public attention. And I am sorry to say that in
7some cases of this sort, the auditor, instead of getting 
credit for his action, is criticized because his fore­
sight was not so good as hindsight.
Finally, it's possible the auditor may actually 
have overlooked something. Now, auditing standards and 
procedures are meticulously prescribed. They are the 
product of vast experience and have been designed to 
meet almost any foreseeable condition. But a company of 
even moderate size usually performs thousands or 
hundreds-of-thousands of transactions in a given year. 
It is obviously infeasible to check every one of them in 
detail. So the auditor scrutinizes the company's own 
system of internal control, and also examines samples of 
transactions of various kinds. His samples are selected 
by sophisticated methods but still may miss something, 
although the statistical chances of this are very small.
Let me say that the cases in which a so-called 
"clean" opinion is given on financial statements that 
later prove faulty are an extremely minute fraction of 
the tens of thousands of audits that are performed on 
American business concerns every year. Yet CPAs take no 
satisfaction in the smallness of the number. Any instance 
of this kind is acutely distressing not only to the 
accounting firm directly involved but to the entire pro­
fession. And whenever an unhappy experience reveals a 
possible weakness in auditing procedures, steps are taken 
to frame new procedures or to tighten existing ones.
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What it all boils down to is that an inde­
pendent audit is the best means so far devised for assembl­
ing evidence as to the fairness of financial statements.
But it is not an absolute guarantee of absolute accuracy.
In this connection, I am reminded of the story 
of the little old lady who complained to her banker that 
a stock she had bought, had gone down somewhat precipitously.
When the banker pointed out that the stock was 
scarcely suitable for a person in her position, she said, 
"But I looked, at their annual report and saw that their 
auditor is the same one whose name I see in the reports 
of some of the very best companies."
An auditor's opinion is just that -- an opinion.
It is an informed, expert opinion, to be sure -- but the 
auditor is no more infallible than the physician who 
sometimes makes a wrong diagnosis, despite his best efforts.
* * * *
All of you who buy stock are undoubtedly familiar 
with the term "earnings-per-share." These figures are 
published in annual reports to stockholders -- they are 
widely reported on the business pages of newspapers. 
Earnings-per-share are the basis of the "price/earnings 
ratio" of a stock which brokers and. writers in financial 
magazines talk about. For example, if a company has 
earnings of $3 per share, and the stock is selling at 45, 
(which is 15 times earnings) the price/earnings ratio is 
15 -- that is, 45 divided by 3.
9Security analysts use price/earnings ratios in 
trying to decide whether a stock is cheap or dear. They 
may use it in comparing the attractiveness of one stock 
as against another. Thus price/earnings figures have con­
siderable influence on prices in the stock market.
Now, certified public accountants have no
quarrel with earnings-per-share figures. On the contrary, 
a recent Opinion of the Accounting Principles Board, of 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
recommends that companies include earnings-per-share 
figures in their published financial statements.
But CPAs feel that the average investor pays 
a lot of attention to these figures without fully under­
standing them. Our position is that an earnings-per-share 
figure is but one factor in assessing the worth of a 
stock., and that the investor shouldn't concentrate on 
this factor to the extent that he neglects to give due 
consideration to others.
The average investor thinks of the net earnings 
of a corporation (on which, of course, the earnings-per- 
share figure is based) as a quantity which can be, and 
has been, measured precisely. The fact is, though, that 
it is -- and has to be by the very nature of things -- a 
careful approximation.
Many people, when they are told this, are some­
what taken back. All of us like to deal with certainties 
and absolutes. If the matters we must concern ourselves 
with are complete and definite and can be neatly pigeon-holed, 
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we don't have to think about them so hard.
But "real-life" situations are seldom so simple. 
The operations of a business are not only complex but also 
ongoing and not static.
For this reason corporate accounting is not on 
a cash basis (which is the way most individuals figure 
their income for tax purposes) but on an accrual basis. 
This means that items of income and of expense are taken 
into account for particular periods even though actual 
cash may not have been received or laid out in that period.
Since this probably sounds pretty abstruse., let 
me give an example which is greatly oversimplified but 
will illustrate the point.
Suppose a company sold ten-million-dollars worth 
of goods last year. It would show that $10 million in its 
income statement for the year. But suppose, too, that 
some of those goods were sold on installment, so that the 
company did not receive payment for all the goods, and 
paid income taxes only on the money it actually received 
after deducting expenses. If it subtracted from the gross 
value of its sales just the amount laid out for taxes, its 
profit from the sales, after deducting expenses, would be 
overstated. So the company would probably subtract also 
a sum for deferred income taxes even though it had not 
yet laid out that sum in cash. The company would thus be 
following the accrual method of accounting and not the 
cash method.
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As I have said., this is a very simple illustra­
tion, and in a real experience the conditions would be 
much more complex. But you can see that computation of 
a company's earnings necessarily involves estimates as 
to the future. And events may take place in the future 
to make the estimates wide of the mark. For instance, 
income tax rates may be increased, which could make pro­
visions for deferred taxes too low. Or new developments 
may require changes in estimated useful life of equip­
ment .
Over a course of years, errors in estimates 
of this sort tend to level out. But I think you will 
understand why a company's earnings figure for a given 
year is a careful approximation instead of a precise 
measurement.
* * * *
Of course, a company's management and. internal 
accountants are not free to make any sort of wild esti­
mates about the future that they want. The auditor will 
insist that they follow certain established procedures 
which are known as generally accepted accounting principles.
And it is here that debate has long gone on, 
and still continues. For there may be more than one 
"accepted" principle with respect to accounting for 
particular kinds of income or cost. For example, one 
company may use one method for calculating depreciation, 
another company, another method. Company A may regard 
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income of foreign subsidiaries in one way, company B
differently. And both the alternative methods can be 
supported by good, logical arguments. Moreover, a company 
must be consistent in the method it uses. If it has been 
reporting on one basis, it cannot change to another with­
out disclosing the reasons for the change and the effect 
on net earnings.
The existence of more than one accounting method 
for a category of income or cost disturbs some security 
analysts. They would like to see all companies -- at 
least all companies in a given industry -- obliged to use 
the same accounting methods so that their financial state­
ments could be readily compared with one another. If it 
were possible to devise some relatively simple rule-of-thumb 
for comparing the intrinsic worth of one stock with another, 
it would undoubtedly make the work of security analysts 
lighter. But it might also result in less need for 
analysts since every investor could apply the rule-of-thumb 
himself and make his decisions without help!
Analysts are not alone, however, in criticizing 
the accounting profession for tolerating the existence of 
alternatives. Some CPAs deplore the condition, on intel­
lectual grounds as a lapse of professional responsibility 
to serve the public. These accountants maintain there 
should be one, and only one, accepted principle to apply 
to a given set of circumstances.
Other CPAs point out that ours is a pluralistic 
society. The economy is composed of a great number of 
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entities. And, even in a single industry, companies 
vary in size, organizational pattern, and other character­
istics. Different executive teams have different 
managerial styles. For these reasons, according to the 
CPAs who follow this line of thought, prescribing a 
single set of accounting rules to be applied to all 
companies regardless of their different characteristics, 
would create confusion rather than eliminate it.
In point of fact, the profession is constantly 
working to tighten corporate reporting practices and to 
reduce the number of acceptable accounting principles. 
This is accomplished mainly through the Accounting Prin­
ciples Board of the American Institute of CPAs, which 
issues "opinions" that are in effect prescribed guide­
lines. Auditors who permit the use of some established 
principle other than one endorsed by the Accounting 
Principles Board must see that this departure is dis­
closed. In practice, departures are rare to the point 
of nonexistence.
In just the past year, the Accounting Principles 
Board has issued an opinion on accounting for pension 
costs, which, while it allows some leeway, still has 
greatly narrowed the practices a company can follow in 
this area and still get a "clean" opinion on its statements.
An APB opinion has been issued on the handling of 
nonrecurring gains or losses.
A rule has been set requiring that, in computing 
earnings-per-share, the potential dilution of stock by 
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conversion of other types of securities must be disclosed.
There is a full docket of other aspects of 
corporate reporting to be studied. Progress is being made.
I must say that the investor in stocks of American 
companies has more information and better information avail­
able to him, than is provided by business in any other 
nation.
CPA firms are constantly working with their 
clients to supply investors with the data that will help 
them make intelligent decisions. But of course, investing 
cannot be a simple and automatic process -- it requires 
study and application and always will.
# # #
